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Editor’s Page

Spring, 1981

If this issue of QR T gives you a taste for ‘sin”
please
don’t! And don’t despair if you think “perfection” in this life
difficult. That’s not as heretical as declaring it impossible!
On the other hand, if you are interested in more good
reading that may help you fight your way through the “sin”
question, I recommend gaul Rirocur’s The Symbolism of Evil
(Harper & Row, 1967; Beacon paperback, 1969).
In the hope that you will find it useful, a brief summary
of Part One follows. It deals with what Ricoeur calls the
“primary symbols.” These precede, and in a way underline,
“myth,” which is described as a kind of “secondary symbolism”
articulated by narrative of a non-spatial, non-temporal nature.
Ricocur takes the refinement of the consciousness of fault
through several transmutations or transvaluations, beginning
sr’tl “defilement,” followed by “sin,” and then “guilt.” These
symbols are ‘opaque,” lacking the nerfect transparency or pre
ciseness of meaning found in algebraic or technical symbols.
They translate, evoke, or suggest by enigma. And, where alle
gory represents a prolonged and developed interpretation, the
symbols of fault have “analogical meanings which are spon
tancouslv formed and immediately significant.” Unlike the
objective detachment required for a comparison, the symbol
“makes us participate in the latent meaning... without our
bein able to roaster the similitude intellectually.”
“Defilement,” spoken of “under the symbol of a stain or
blemish” is the “most primitive and least mythical” of the
three primary symbols, yet it is already expressed in a highly
figurative language. Defilement is “an act that involves an evil,
an impurity, a fluid, a mysterious and harmful something that
acts dynamically
that is to say, magically.” Defilement is “a
sort o filth ror ‘uncleanness’] that harms by invisible proper
ties, and works in the manner of a force in the field of our
undiviciedlv psychic and corporeal existence.” It has an
“irrational character which permits only an oblique approach,”
and it represents “a moment of consciousness that we have
left behind,
[anl archaic inventory of faults.”
The Covenant is the matrix for “the dialogal situation at
the heart of which [consciousness of] sin breaks forth.” Sin is
—
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not something the prophet “reflects” on, he “prophesies”
against it. “The biblical discovery of sin does not reside in the
measuring of faults by a code” nor is the “biblical ‘message’ to
elaboration of codes.” Sin
he sought in the direction of.
represents “something beyond enumeration” of faults, an “inner
obedience of the heart.” To ignore this is to “fall back into
moralism.” Furthermore, “the consciousness of sin, through
reveals its other pole:
the symbol of the Day of Yahweh
the Lord of History.”
Surprisingly, “the Hebrew Bible does not have any abstract
word to express sin, but a bundle of concrete abstractions:”
(a) chattat, ‘‘missing the mark,’’ (b) owon, “a tortuous road,”
neither of which has reference to the “motive of the act and
the inner quality of the agent”; (c) a third root, pesha, which
denotes “rebellion, revolt, stiff-neckedriess”; (d) finally, shayah,
which designates precisely “having gone astray,” being lost, and
“forecasts the modern symbols cf alienation and dereliction.”
The end of the chain of primary symbols is “guilt,” the
consciousness of which “cons’itutes a veritable revolution in
the enerience of evil.” Defilement is no longer the reality,
but the “evil use of liberty, felt as an internal diminution of
the value of self.” The most radical of possibilities in an accom
panying demand for perfection “are suddenly reduced to the
pure and simple alternative: God or nothing.” The Covenant
has been transformed by the prophets “from a simple juridical
contract between Yahweh and his people into a personal accu
the i di- icu ,‘aten o ba
sation and adjuraden
And with this individualization of fault the idea arises that
is or is not.”
“guilt has degrees, whereas sin
It is significant also that “the OT has no abstract word for
return to God, freely
repentance, but the symbol of ‘return’.
process of
progressive
and
slow
i
open
always
chosen
salvation in which ‘pardon’ is not lacking.”
in dealing with sin, St. Paul uses “the symbol of the
enslaved body,” a sel[-enslavement, an “obliterated freedom,”
in which the body is “a building from which the builder has
witlulrav-n.’’ Ultimately, seduction is an ‘‘auto-infection,” a
“yieIdng of myself to slavery and the reign over myself of the
Power of evil.”
Vet “however radical evil may be, it cannot be as pri
niordial as goodness” and it is “not symmetrical with the
good,” but “the staining, the darkening, the disfiguring of an
innocence, a light, and a beauty that remain.”
D. F.
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A call to Perfecting Our Faithfidness
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SIN
“Sin” is an intimidating word. For many, both the word
and the idea behind it have become unfashionable. They
bring to mind judgment, self-righteousness, unforgivfngness.
We prefer to think in terms of illness, or even of “society’s
guilt’’ in shaping us.
This may diminish self-condemnation and condemnation
of others, hut if taken too far can also diminish our sense of
moral responsibility, it is not an either/or situation: we are
not jlot the Victims of our heredity or environment. We have
some responsibility for the way we live our lives.
THE BICL1CAL CONCEPT OF ‘SIN”
Though we may not like the word “sin” we know that
something is basically awry with human nature and the world.
Biblically, the concept we designate “sin” covers a multitude of
related ideas: rebellion (against God and man), perversity,
missing the mark, folly. Sin results in such attitudes and
actions as pride, ego-centeredness resentment, violence, deceit,
squandered opportunities, callous indifference to others, to
list only a few.
The I-{ehrews distinguished between unwitting sins done
out of ignorance or impulse, and deliberate coldly calculated
transgressions against God and man. The New Testament
preserves the same distinction. Sometimes the word “sin” is
reserved for calculated transgressions. For the unwitting sin,
in the Old Testament, a sacrificial offering will atone. But
thh is insufficient for deliberate sin,
In either case the result of sin is a spreading hurt that
needs cleansing. The prophets knew that for the sinner him
self the consequences are destxuctive, notwithstanding outward
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